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Multidisciplinary Programs—Housed in the College of Law, but interdisciplinary 

across several Colleges. Broad definition of Center v. Institute at COL = Center is a 

physical space for practical work; Institute is an “intellectual” entity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Director: Hon. James E. Baker 

(tenured by COL/Maxwell) 

Close collaboration with Maxwell 

School 

Director: Jack Rudnick (COL 

Professor of Practice) 

Draws students from Engineering 

and Whitman. We have a 

question about whether the icons 

for these institutes and other COL 

entities can continued to be used 

in some capacity.  

Director: University Professor 

Peter Blanck 

A legacy “University” center that 

is housed at COL; collaborates 

with multiple colleges, esp. 

Education  



Outward Facing Brands—Programs that are nationally/regionally recognized and 

therefore branded/marketed beyond the University. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Nationally recognized online law 

degree program. Marketed 

aggressively by COL.  

The “applied wing” of the 

Innovation Law Center; a NYS 

grant program that ILC 

administers, using ILC students to 

assist startups with intellectual 

property questions. 

A new national moot court 

invitational competition that 

attracts competitors nationwide. 

The “public face” of our Advocacy 

program (moot court) and 

recognized as the #15 moot court 

program in the nation. 

A grant-based program that is a 

University/community 

collaboration, largely funded by 

the NYS judiciary as a civics 

education and outreach initiative. 



College of Law Units—Smaller institutes, departments, or units within the COL. 

Usually only branded within COL or the University, or in COL admissions materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BBI (above) is a more practical 

disability law institute (grants and 

projects). DLPP is the academic 

disability program but also a 

vehicle of Prof. Arlene Kanter’s 

research and advocacy. 

A small institute (Vice Dean Bybee 

and assistants) that collaborates 

with Maxwell and Newhouse. 

A small institute (Prof. Shubha 

Ghosh) that is a vehicle for his 

extensive research and 

publications in IP and patents. ILC 

(above) is a practical enterprise; 

SIPLI is intellectual. 

A COL administrative unit, but 

also used when marketing 

international degree programs 

(LL.M. and S.J.D.) 

An example of one of the cities 

engaged in our popular applied 

learning (externship) program. 

Other cities are NYC, Atlanta, San 

Francisco, Boston … 



COL Alumni Programs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  The over-arching lockup for the 

COL alumni association.  

The lock up for our signature 

alumni event, used to market the 

event and on signage during the 

event. 

A program within SULAA. An 

example of a logo that was 

requested to give this important 

group an identity and legitimacy. 



 

Student Organizations—All COL student organizations must be sanctioned by the 

Office of Student Life and the Student Bar Association. They are overseen by 

faculty supervisors. Often students are using legacy logos created at various points 

in the past. Students would need clear guidelines on how to request a new identity 

and apply their identity.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

A student-run but nationally 

recognized law journal. Another 

example is the Syracuse Law 

Review. 

A student-run news aggregator 

(on human rights issues) and an 

electronic journal. 

The student professional body. 



Other 

 

Class Act is a centrally run 

advancement project to which we 

add our identity. 


